Simple, Compound, and Run-on Sentences in Paragraphs

Directions: Write S in the blank before each simple sentence, C before each compound sentence, and RO before each run-on sentence. Correct the run-on sentences.

___1. Recently, musicians have begun remaking songs from the 70s and 80s.
___2. Everyone should try to conserve energy, it is not hard to do.
___3. Janie moved to New Mexico, she loves it there.
___4. It is great to have a lot of cousins, I have 26 of them.
___5. Cats and dogs make good pets, but I prefer hamsters and mice.
___6. I am very glad that we are out of school this Friday.
___7. Kelly Clarkson was the first American Idol winner, she is still a popular singer.
___8. Vegans don’t eat any meat, dairy, or eggs.
___9. Acupuncturist use tiny needles during treatment, but the needles are very small.
___10. My favorite sandwich has pepperoni, salami, ham, cheese, and peppers.
___11. Cindy is going to the mall then she and I are going to the ballgame.
___12. Lady Gaga is quite unique yet I find that I like her music.
___13. Callie went to the dentist today, she didn’t have any cavities.
___14. The talent at this year’s show was great it wasn’t very good last year.
___15. Cotton clothes are very comfortable, but they wrinkle easily.

Directions: Correct the run-on sentences in the paragraph.

Our teacher surprised us today, she let us listen to the radio as we worked. She even let us sing along with the songs but we had to sing quietly. I wish she would play the radio everyday it makes class so much more enjoyable. I wonder why teachers don’t understand that. I know she won’t play it every day but I thought it was great. She is now my favorite teacher. My friends agree with me class seemed to fly by today. She said it was our reward for working so hard this week, everyone had better work hard next week, too.
**Simple, Compound, and Run-on Sentences in Paragraphs Answer Key**

**Directions:** Write S in the blank before each simple sentence, C before each compound sentence, and RO before each run-on sentence. Correct the run-on sentences. Answers will vary. Sentences can be corrected in several different ways.

S 1. Recently, musicians have begun remaking songs from the 70s and 80s.

RO 2. Everyone should try to conserve energy; it is not hard to do.

RO 3. Janie moved to New Mexico. She loves it there.

RO 4. It is great to have a lot of cousins. I have 26 of them.

C 5. Cats and dogs make good pets, but I prefer hamsters and mice.

S 6. I am very glad that we are out of school this Friday.

RO 7. Kelly Clarkson was the first American Idol winner, and she is still a popular singer.

S 8. Vegans don’t eat any meat, dairy, or eggs.

C 9. Acupuncturist use tiny needles during treatment, but the needles are very small.

S 10. My favorite sandwich has pepperoni, salami, ham, cheese, and peppers.

RO 11. Cindy is going to the mall then she, and I are going to the ballgame.

RO 12. Lady Gaga is quite unique, yet I find that I like her music.

RO 13. Callie went to the dentist today, and she didn’t have any cavities.

RO 14. The talent at this year’s show was great. It wasn’t very good last year.

C 15. Cotton clothes are very comfortable, but they wrinkle easily.

**Directions: Correct the run-on sentences in the paragraph.**

Our teacher surprised us today. She let us listen to the radio as we worked. She even let us sing along with the songs, but we had to sing quietly. I wish she would play the radio every day. It makes class so much more enjoyable. I wonder why teachers don’t understand that. I know she won’t play it every day, but I thought it was great. She is now my favorite teacher. My friends agree with me; class seemed to fly by today. She said it was our reward for working so hard this week, so everyone had better work hard next week, too.
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